
 

 

 

JOB VACANCY  

PROJECT MANAGEMENT ACADEMY  – 100% 

 

 

Balthasar Neumann is our joint visionary project.   

With our choir, orchestra, and academy, we create free spaces for radical interpretations and 

outstanding artistic experiences. For us, music is wisdom, magic, love, and a source of storytelling. 

We know what we play and why. We explore the meaning of each work through the lens of 

authentic and historically informed performance practice. We support each other, onstage and 

beyond, and create a high artistic quality as a result of the deep and strong social bonds we have 

with each other. Human solidarity and artistic entrepreneurship coexist in harmony. Throughout 

Europe, we engage deeply with the places of our various residencies due to our profound belief 

in culture as a connecting power. Despite it all! 

 

Fancy a change? Fancy a dynamic, courageous team? Fancy a great office in Hamburg? 

Fancy travelling through Europe and to Cuba and working internationally?  

 

Then we are looking for you:  

our new Project Manager for the Balthasar Neumann Academy (100%, Location Hamburg)

  

 

As part of our team, you will be responsible for the organization and implementation of 

international academy projects as well as the overall administrative management of the academy 

with the following programs: Scholarship Program, Campus Courses, Singers' Academy, 

Conductors' Academy, School and Social Projects and, of course, our Cuban-European Youth 

Academy.  

In addition, like all of us, you will take on other tasks that arise in an internationally active cultural 

office. 

Your specific area of responsibility includes: 

1. for the Scholarship Program:   

planning, realization and follow-up of auditions, workshops and concerts / supervision of 

scholarship holders and lecturers   

2. for the Cuban-European Youth Academy (CuE):   

planning, implementation, and follow-up of course weeks in Cuba / organization and 

arrangements for Cuban musicians in BNCE projects / collaboration in the further 

development of collaborations in Cuba / project management for transatlantic projects  

 

 



3. for the Campus Courses and other Academy Programs: 

planning, preparation and realization of projects and courses / preparation of calls for 

proposals and project descriptions / planning and realization of selection processes 

4. for music education / social projects / co-operations:   

planning, organization and supervision of music education and social projects / 

maintaining contact with current cooperation partners / initiating and launching new 

collaborations 

 

What will you experience with us?  

You will work with us in a very practical way and find a varied and exciting field of work in our 

visionary cultural organization. You will work closely with our motivated, young, and open-minded 

team and our international musicians and have a lot of fun.  

Your varied job requires a high level of commitment and willingness to travel during a project, 

even outside of normal office working hours. In this way, you will gain intensive and unique insights 

into the different working environments in Cuba and throughout Europe. 

 

What do you need?  

A profound knowledge of project management, classical music, and the concert business as well 

as a confident use of the usual office programs are essential for this position.  

For our private cultural enterprise with a small, highly professional team, a love of music and 

people, an interest in new ways and methods, but also creative thinking are very important. We 

value each other and show a lot of passion for the job. We like a sense of order combined with 

meticulousness when dealing with documents. We demand quality awareness and dedication 

from our musicians on stage, and we demand the same from our work backstage. 

To work in project management, you will need a talent for coordination and stress resistance as 

well as a professional approach to dealing with artists, promoters, and organizers. As you will be 

working closely with our partners in Cuba, it is necessary that you speak German and English 

(fluent written and spoken) as well as Spanish or have a basic knowledge of Spanish and are willing 

to continue learning the language. A class B driving license and driving experience are also 

desirable. 

 

Have you become curious? Do you feel like you fit in with us? 

Then please get in touch quickly – we plan to fill the position on May 1st, 2024. 

Send your application with a cover letter and CV by email to our managing director  

Christina Schonk: schonk@kulturprojekte.com  

 

BALTHASAR-NEUMANN-CHOR & -ENSEMBLE E.V.  
C/O BÜRO FÜR INTERNATIONALE KULTURPROJEKTE GMBH 

im Norden: Susannenstraße 26 | 20357 Hamburg  
im Süden: Wallstraße 12 | 79098 Freiburg 

info@kulturprojekte.com | balthasar-neumann.com | +49 40 360 361 80 


